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Abstract We compared near‐fault velocity spectra recorded during laboratory experiments to that of
natural earthquakes. We fractured crystalline rock samples at room temperature and intermediate
confining pressure (50 MPa). Subsequent slip events were generated on the fracture surfaces under
higher confinement (300 MPa). Velocity spectra from rock fracture resemble the inverse frequency (1/f)
decay of natural earthquake velocity. This spectrum can be attributed to fault creation via seismic fracturing
over a wide range of spatial scales. In contrast, subsequent slips on the rough fracture surfaces are depleted
in high frequency energy and falloff approximately as 1/f2. The 1/f2 spectrum is more consistent with a
slider‐block model obeying static‐kinetic friction than a natural earthquake. The depleted high
frequency content precludes the rough fault experiments from being directly analogous to natural
sources. The suppression of high frequencies may have resulted from two possible factors: (1) the presence of
a well‐developed shear zone and coseismic damping of the fault motion by dissipation within it or, in our
favored interpretation, (2) a smaller amount of energy dissipated by shearing relative to the total energy
release at elevated confining pressure. In context of the latter explanation, a unifying concept that applies to
these experiments, earthquakes, ground motion, and models of complex radiated motion is that high
frequency radiated energy is relatively enhanced when total energy release is nearly balanced within the
source region by dissipative processes. This near‐critical energy release condition can be accessed at low
normal stress in laboratory experiments.

1. Introduction

As recorded at or near the Earth's surface, the ground motion associated with waves radiated from earth-
quakes has characteristic spectra—for example, at high frequency, the amplitude of the displacement spec-
trum of a p‐ or s‐wave depends approximately on frequency, f, as 1/f2 (e.g., Hanks & Wyss, 1972), whereas
the velocity spectrum decays as 1/f (e.g., Brune, 1970), and, between the corner and maximum observable
frequencies, accelerations are independent of frequency (e.g., Hanks & McGuire, 1981; Housner, 1947).
Body waves are typically observed far from the source, and it is not known with certainty whether the
characteristic spectra are due to the source or to interaction with material heterogeneities along the path
from source to station. As a practical matter, the lack of dependence of ground acceleration on frequency
and its random phase allows earthquake engineers to treat far‐field accelerations as uncorrelated white
noise at all resolved frequencies above the corner frequency, fc (Hanks & McGuire, 1981; Housner,
1947). Practicality notwithstanding, most often in studies of earthquake physics, the characteristic high fre-
quency component of the spectrum is attributed to the source and to source “complexity.” To produce a
random distribution of accelerations on a discrete fault surface is thought to require slip to be spatially
and temporally variable within the source, typically presumed to result from heterogeneity of some kind
(Andrews, 1981). Examples are variable fault strength or variable initial stress if the fault is smooth
(Andrews & Ma, 2016) or roughness of the surface of a fault with homogeneous strength (Dunham
et al., 2011). Indeed, sophisticated numerical simulations of elastodynamic slip on rough, mated, rock sur-
faces (Dunham et al., 2011) or on flat faults with initially heterogeneous stress or fault strength (Andrews
& Ma, 2016) produce ground acceleration spectra that are frequency independent. Inferences of complex
motion also arise from kinematic inversions of seismograms; these produce highly heterogeneous slip dis-
tributions thought also to relate to spatially variable fault properties (e.g., Lavallee et al., 2006).
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Well‐instrumented laboratory experiments may constrain source contributions to the frequency content of
ground motion, especially in instances where the surface and rheological properties of the fault and the phy-
sical processes in the source are well characterized. More generally, it is possible that different in‐source
processes (fracture, shear melting, dehydration, thermal pressurization; e.g., Ma et al., 2003) have source
spectra with diagnostic properties, at least as measured near or on the fault as may be done in experiments.
It is also possible that slip on rough faults has different spectra than on flat faults. Additional advantages to
studying earthquake faulting in experiments are that, in principle, the stresses and fault strength are mea-
sured directly and relatable to slip, slip velocity, and acceleration. Nonetheless, to our knowledge, the triaxial
experiments reported in this study are the first in which high rate recordings of near‐source velocity have
been made at sufficient resolution during faulting at natural rates (>0.5 m/s). Previously, McLaskey,
Kilgore, et al. (2015) reported time series of single point on‐fault velocity measurements during two large
complex ruptures at low normal stress and somewhat lower slip rates.

In this study, following McLaskey et al. (2012) and McLaskey and Lockner (2014), who used displacement
spectra from piezoelectric sensors, the characteristics of near‐fault velocity spectra are compared with that
of natural body waves. Because it is widely assumed that the complexity of natural ground motion derives
from the source, the focus is on two experimental end‐member cases intended to produce complex motion.
The first case is dynamic rock fracture: experiments conducted on initially intact cores of Westerly granite
and Devil's postpile basalt with 25.4‐mm diameter. Rock failure involves fracture over the full range of pos-
sible scales, from grain boundaries to the whole sample (Moore & Lockner, 1995). Consequently, the failure
processes are expected to be complex, representing the fracture end‐member, as may be observed in some
mining‐induced earthquakes. The tests are conducted dry at intermediate confining pressure σc (50 MPa),
and the fault normal stresses at failure are 187 and 194 MPa. The corresponding stress conditions in the
Earth's crust can be estimated from the increase of overburden with depth, ρgh, where ρ is density, g is accel-
eration due to gravity, and h is depth. An estimate of the effective overburden in the saturated crust is the dry
overburden gradient (ρ = 2800 kg/m3), 28 MPa/km, minus that due to hydrostatic pore pressure (ρ = 1000
kg/m3), 10 MPa/km, or 18 MPa/km (Tse & Rice, 1986). Assuming that fault effective normal stress is
approximately equal to overburden, the stress in these experiments corresponds to crustal levels near the
base of the seismogenic zone at approximately 10 km. These rock failures produce velocity spectra that
are largely consistent with natural earthquakes.

However, rather than rock failure, more often earthquakes are thought to occur on preexisting faults. Recent
theoretical physical models of earthquake source complexity (e.g., Dunham et al., 2011; Andrews & Ma,
2016), which assume a preexisting fault zone, require geometrical or heterogeneous properties to produce
complex source motions that are consistent with earthquakes. To address the role of preexisting heterogene-
ity, taking an approach similar to Goebel et al. (2014), the second set of experiments is failure tests on the geo-
metrically complex fault surfaces and nascent shear zones generated in the intact failure experiments. The
rock failures produce rough surfaces, fractures, rock debris, and gouge, all of which tend to increase the frac-
ture energy and rate dependence of subsequent slip events above that of the typical flat smooth surfaces used
inmore conventional stick‐slip studies (e.g., Passelègue et al., 2016; Kilgore et al., 2017). To assure subsequent
seismic events, the confining pressure was raised by a factor of 6 to 300MPa. Using the same extrapolation to
depth approach detailed above, normal stress at failure in these tests corresponds to 490 to 500 MPa, appro-
priate for depths of 27 to 27.5 km.While the experimental choice to increase confining pressures is successful
in producing recurring slip events on very rough fault surfaces, the resulting spectra are depleted at high fre-
quency and not consistent with natural earthquakes. Ultimately, wewill attribute the suppression of high fre-
quency radiation as an experimental artifact of the excessive stress level that arises independent of the actual
geometric complexity of the source.

2. Experiments

The experiments were conducted at room temperature and humidity in a triaxial geometry (Brace, 1964).
Like Goebel et al. (2014), the sequences are rock failures followed by slip events on the fractured surfaces.
There are two rock failure events, one on Westerly granite and the other on Devil's postpile basalt at 50 MPa
confining pressure. There are four (two following each failure of an initially intact rock sample) subsequent
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slip events on fractured surfaces at 300 MPa. The experiments are from a wide‐ranging suite of tests, first
reported by Lockner et al. (2010). In contrast to the rock failure and rough fault reported here, a
companion study (Lockner et al., 2017) details stick‐slip on smooth (#600 grit) saw cut faults from the
Lockner et al. (2010) experiments. Conventional triaxial compression used in all these studies is an
axisymmetric configuration in which a jacketed cylindrical sample is placed in a chamber that is
pressurized with a fluid (Figure 1). Then, deviatoric stress is applied by advancing a piston against the
sample end. Room‐dry cylindrical samples of granite and basalt with 25.4‐mm diameter and 63.5‐mm
length were tested at constant confining pressures. Samples were placed between steel end caps and
slipped into a polyurethane tube with 3.2‐mm wall thickness to isolate them from the confining fluid,
here silicone oil. The piston was advanced under computer control using a proportional servo‐control
system. A 0.12‐mm‐thick greased Teflon shim was placed between the piston and the steel end cap to
allow lateral slip of the lower sample half that accommodates shearing on the inclined fault. Confining
pressure, axial load, and piston displacement were recorded continuously at 1 Hz. A displacement
transducer (DCDT) is used for controlling the position of the loading piston. The DCDT is also recorded
by a continuous 100‐Hz system to resolve piston motion immediately following a slip event. Additional
details of the experimental measurements and procedures are found in Lockner et al. (2017).

Figure 1. Triaxial experimental configuration. Left: labeled photograph. Samples are placed in the pressure vessel (top) and axial force is applied by a hydraulic ram
(bottom). Right: schematic diagram of the sample within the vessel. Axial load (load cell), displacement transducer (DCDT), and velocity (arrows) are measured
outside the pressure vessel.
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The rapid and transient stick‐slip motion of the axial piston in these tests was measured outside the
pressure vessel with two single‐point laser Doppler vibrometers (LDV) (Figure 1b). An advantage of
the LDV is that, unlike other high frequency sensors (piezo‐displacement transducers or acceler-
ometers), they are noncontact sensors that lack internal moving parts, instrument response corrections,
and resonances (c.f., Schubnel et al., 2011; McLaskey, Lockner, et al., 2015). Each instrument is
mounted on a tripod that stands on the concrete floor of the laboratory. The floor provides a stable
and stationary reference for the LDV velocity measurements, and the instruments are well isolated from
any vibrations of the floor induced by the slip events. Velocities were recorded on two separate data
acquisition systems. The primary velocity measurements use a Polytec model OFV‐5000 vibrometer con-
troller and an OFV‐505 vibrometer sensor head. The controller has a velocity decoder response from DC
to 2.5 MHz. This instrument is referred to as the upper laser throughout this report. The upper laser is
directed at the top surface of the load cell assembly (perpendicular to the piston axis) immediately
below the bottom of the piston and above the top surface of the hydraulic ram (Figures 1a and 1b).
The target surface is 26 cm below the center of the fault. The LDV is directed at the surface by means
of a mirror held by an extending arm attached to a separate, free‐standing cart. The upper vibrometer
has a maximum frequency of 250 KHz and is low pass filtered at 100 KHz for direct comparison with
the output of the lower laser (see below). The velocity output from the upper laser is recorded for 1 s
about the trigger using a pretrigger/posttrigger transient waveform recorder, saving data to disk at the
rate of a million samples per second. The lower LDV consisted of an OFV‐2600 vibrometer controller
and an OFV‐352 vibrometer sensor head. It has a maximum response rate of 100 kHz. The lower laser
records the velocity of the top surface of the ram immediately below the load cell assembly (Figures 1a
and 1b). This measurement is 37.1 cm below the center of the fault. The velocity of the lower laser is
the trigger of the 1 MHz recording system and is recorded on that system.

2.1. Velocity Time Series and Their Spectra

To comparemeasurements of source properties of laboratory‐scale earthquakes to their natural counterparts,
ideally the measurements would be made in similar proximity to the source. Unfortunately most natural
spectra from body waves are made in the far‐field, and our measurements are in the near‐field. The far‐field
is the portion of the wave field where the propagating dynamic stresses or displacements are large relative to
their static equivalents, and the static contributions can be neglected. So, for example, in the far‐field the dis-
placement associated with an s‐wave has no resolved net offset and integrates to a constant that depends on
the duration, the net source offset, and the source to measurement distance. Static displacements decay with
distance more rapidly than the amplitude of dynamic waves. For example, in an axisymmetric geometry, sta-
tic displacements decay at a maximum reduction of 1/r2, where r is radial distance from the source (Cotton &
Coutant, 1997), while the dynamic displacement goes as 1/r. Accordingly, a practical definition of the far‐
field is beyond a few fault lengths from the source. As previously discussed in section 1, the standard assump-
tion made about source physics in seismology is that the frequency content measured from far‐field body
waves is representative of the source itself, despite the large separation.

The near‐field is that which contains essentially all of the elastic strain energy released by the earthquake that
is stored in the immediate surroundings. In a laboratory setting, sourcemeasurements would ideally bemade
in the extreme near‐field, across the fault itself as in a stick‐slip lab test (e.g., Kilgore et al., 2017), measuring
the static offset, duration and fault slip velocity directly. The velocity measurements in this study are made
off the fault, outside the pressure vessel on the piston (Figure 1), but still in the near‐field. In laboratory fault-
ing, the testing machine provides a significant amount of the stored elastic energy that is released during the
sample scale‐slip events, and the machine always experiences a net decrease in elastic strain in response to a
stress drop. Thus, by definition and regardless of the size of the fault, measurements made in a laboratory test
during a system‐scale failure (sample‐scale) are in the near‐field and contain at least some component of sta-
tic change. The standard seismological assumption is also used here: The frequency content measured from
the on‐piston near‐field measures is representative of the source itself. There is additional discussion of this
assumption in section 2.2.

The standard seismological analysis for frequency content of the source is to calculate the amplitude spectra,
A(ω), from the Fourier transform of the time series:
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A ωð Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R ωð Þ2 þ I ωð Þ2

q
; (1)

where ω = 2πf is the angular frequency, f is frequency, R(ω) is the real, and I(ω) is the imaginary part of the
complex frequency series that results from the transform. Primarily, spectra used in this report are calculated
from the upper laser time series (Figure 2). It is important to establish that our choice of record duration did
not influence the shape of the spectra. Figure 2 shows the same slip event for four different time
scales/windows of 0.2, 0.02, 0.002, and 0.00035 s, respectively. In the following discussion, these are referred
to as the long, intermediate, short, and shortest records. Each of these windows has one fourth of the respec-
tive window length prior to the event onset and three fourths following. The first three windows, parts (a–c),
of Figure 2 are at scales decreasing by a factor of 10. The longest time series of 0.2 s duration (Figure 2a) effec-
tively shows the entire record of significant velocity excursions. The peak velocity is very close in time to the
trigger of the recording system at approximately t= 0.25 s. Immediately following the onset, a brief period of
high frequency oscillation occurs (Figures 2b and 2c), followed by a ringing that decays down toward back-
ground. This ringing defines the long period resonance of the testing machine, a period of about 0.002 s, that
is initiated by the rapid slip event. This is the resonance of the test machine frame, consisting of four steel
posts, two steel platens, and the pressure vessel. In the intermediate time series (Figure 2b), the long period
resonance is more clearly resolved, and a second, shorter immediate oscillation is visible. This second oscilla-
tion corresponds to the resonance of the axial piston that directly loads the sample. This is themost compliant
element in the loading system (Shimamoto et al., 1980) and is equivalent to the time constant, T/2, that influ-
ences the on‐fault event duration in slider‐block representations of fault and testmachine interactions during
stick‐slip (Johnson & Scholz, 1976, Shimamoto et al., 1980; see Appendix A and section 2.2). In the shortest
window (Figure 2d), the record length is limited to the initial positive velocities of the time series; it is trun-
cated at the first zero crossing of velocity.

Velocity amplitude spectra of the windows (Figure 2) are shown in Figure 3. In the longest (Figure 2a and
Figure 3a), the long period ringing of the apparatus ismanifest as a peak in the spectra at ~500Hz. Other than
this resonance, there is little difference between the spectral shape or DC amplitude of the long (Figure 3a),
intermediate (Figure 3b), and short (Figure 3c) time windows. To emphasize the similarity in shape and
amplitude, the same reference spectrum (red) is shown in all three parts. The reference is calculated with
the generic relationship:

A fð Þ ¼ a0

f c
2 þ 2πfð Þ2� �n (2)

where a0 is a constant with dimensions of displacement/time2n. For the reference shown, n= 1, fc= 45 kHz,
and a0 is an acceleration amplitude, a0 = 2.5 x 105 m/s2.

Figure 3d departs from the window choices in Figures 3a–3c; nonetheless, the shape is the same, and the
amplitude and corner frequency are shifted slightly. A representative reference (blue) calculated from (2)
with n= 1, fc= 20 kHz, and a0= 7 × 104 m/s2 indicates a characteristic frequency that differs only by a factor
of 2 and a DC amplitude, a0/fc

2, that differs by 33% to 50% from the long duration windows. The differences
between the corner frequency and DC amplitudes of the long, intermediate, and short time windows (higher
frequency) and the shortest window (lower frequency) may be due to contributions from fault zone fracture
energy lengthening the event duration (e.g., Beeler et al., 2012). For more direct comparison, Figure 3e col-
lects all of the spectra, shown with reference slopes of 1/f and 1/f2. The ensemble comparison between the
spectra of a single event (Figure 3) is typical of similar comparisons made for other events in this study
and demonstrates that spectral shape does not depend strongly on choice of window length.

2.2. Slip Duration

Despite the spectra not depending strongly on choice of time series duration, a duration choice has to be
made for intra‐event and event‐to‐reference comparisons. A goal of this study is to determine properties of
the source itself, isolating its contributions. Most ideally the measurements would be made across the fault,
rather than involving near‐fault path effects such as reflection, scattering, and attenuation. To minimize
path effects and to adhere as closely to seismic source models of on‐fault motion, the shortest possible
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duration choice was used. This is the case shown in Figure 2d, where the initially positive piston velocities
define a duration Δt. This definition is the same as used in the original study (Lockner et al., 2017). Validity
of comparisons with natural earthquakes entails implicit assumptions that (I) all of the frequency content
within this initial period of positive velocity derives from source, (II) that Δt is long enough to sufficiently
capture the essential content of the source, and (III) that there is no frequency‐dependent attenuation
between the source and measurement points. Assumptions (I) and (II) are strongly supported by the
spectra shown in Figure 3. Assumption (III) is expected from the apparatus design requirement that all
load‐bearing components are elastic. Since all events use the same duration definition, intra‐event
comparisons are independent of these assumptions; it is only comparisons with spectra of natural
earthquakes that are affected if (I) to (III) do not hold. Subsequent studies that add across‐fault slip, slip
rate, or on‐fault acceleration measurements can fully verify (I) to (III).

In the remainder of this report, spectra are calculated using records that start at a time 3Δt prior to the event
start and end at the first zero crossing. The records are four times longer than the event itself and allow the
corner frequency to be resolved. The noise level in the records was determined by taking the spectra that

Figure 2. Example upper laser vibrometer record at four different time scales. Piston velocity during rapid slip on a rough shear fracture fault surface at 300 MPa
confining pressure. The laser measures the piston velocity immediately above the load cell. (a) Time series of 0.2‐s duration showing ringing down of the apparatus
following the event. The prominent oscillation is the long period resonance of the testing machine with period of about 0.002 s. (b) Time series of 0.02‐s
duration showing the long period machine resonance of part (a) and a shorter period oscillation corresponding to the resonance of the axial piston. (c) Time series
of 0.002‐s duration. (d) Time series of 0.00035‐s duration that extends only over the initial positive velocities of the time series.
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Figure 3. Velocity amplitude spectra determined for the event shown in Figure 2. (a) 0.2‐s duration. The ringing down of the apparatus seen in the time series is
manifest as a peak in the spectra at ~500 Hz. (b) 0.02‐s duration. (c) 0.002‐s duration. There is little difference in the spectra of parts (a–c). The long period resonance
is not visible at the time scale of part (c). To emphasize the similarity in shape and amplitude of the spectra in parts (a–c), the same reference spectrum (red)
is shown in all three parts. (d) The spectrum for 0.00035‐s duration that extends only over the initial positive velocities of the time series. A reference representation
of the spectrum (blue) is shown for comparison with that from parts (a–c) (red). (e) Collection of all the spectra from parts (a–d). Reference slopes of 1/f and 1/f 2 are
shown.
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start 5Δt prior to the event onset and end 2Δt prior to the event. These spectra are shown with those of the
event to document the noise (instrument and environment) and its frequency dependence. To summarize
the intent of these choices, the noise spectra are from records with the same duration as those used to
determine the event spectra and overlap with event records well prior to the event start, between 3Δt and
2Δt prior to the onset.

The physics that determines event duration in earthquakes and in experiments is not the same. The stan-
dard, first‐order experimental event duration is half the piston resonance period (the return time of reflected
waves to the fault, having traveled over the most compliant element in the apparatus (Shimamoto et al.,
1980)). In slider‐block representations with static‐kinetic fault strength, this nominal duration is

Δtn ¼ 2π
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
m
Ak

r
; (3)

where A is fault area, k is effective elastic stiffness of the fault and machine (see below), and m is mass
(Johnson and Scholz, 1973). For the triaxial testing machine used, Δt for slip on smooth, flat fault surfaces
is ~10 ms (Kilgore et al., 2017; Lockner et al., 2017) and can be considered an upper bound on Δtn. Energy
dissipated in dropping strength from peak to sliding strength is expected to increase the duration, Δt > Δtn
(e.g., Beeler et al., 2012). This increase is observed in themeasured durations between 20 and 70ms (Table 1).
Values of the corner frequency fc = 1/Δt are shown for reference in plots of spectra throughout this report.

In contrast, for a natural earthquake, the corner likely relates to elastic wave speed Vs and the longest dimen-
sion of the fault L, for example, for rupture propagation of an expanding crack at near the shear wave speed,
approximately as Δt = 0.9 L/V (Kilgore et al., 2017). Equivalently, the corner frequency is fc = 1.1Vs/L. As a
reminder of the different physics, for a second reference frequency, an estimated equivalent from our experi-
ments is that associated with shear rupture propagation across the entire fault, ftt = 0.9Vs/L.

2.3. Machine Interactions and Source Properties

Spectra of laboratory failures may be influenced by interactions with the machine at shorter time scales than
the event duration. In particular, in all laboratory geometries, there are high elastic contrast interfaces in
close proximity to the fault; in a triaxial testingmachine, these are located between the rock samples and steel
loading pistons. Thus there is always a source of elastodynamic reflection of one sample dimension away
from the fault. Here and throughout the rest of the paper, the reflection time is characterized by the estimated
frequency of the first shear wave reflection ffr= Vs/2Z, where Vs is the shear wave speed and Z is the distance
between the fault and the closest interface. To summarize the relations between these characteristic frequen-
cies, in experiments, the event duration is longer than the return time of reflections to the fault surface and
longer than the travel time of rupture across the whole fault, fc< ffr and fc< ftt, while for a natural fault, fc< ffr
and fc ≈ ftt.

As detailed in Lockner et al. (2017), seismic laboratory failures in this apparatus occur much more rapidly
than the servo‐controlled axial loading can accommodate. As a result, there are three relevant machine stiff-
nesses: the controlled loading stiffness, kxl ≈ 149 MPa/mm, that reflects the compliance between the

Table 1
Source properties: From left to right in the table, reference number, sample configuration, confining pressure, static stress drop, fault slip, upper laser duration, lower
laser duration, average fault slip speed, coseismic displacement upper laser, and coseismic displacement lower laser

# Description
σc

(MPa)
Δτs

(MPa)
Δδ

(mm)
Δtv1
(s)

Δtv2
(s)

bV
(mm/s)

Δδv1
(mm)

Δδv2
(mm)

55 Intact granite 50 236.0 2.16 0.00048 0.00048 4500 0.313 0.088
56 Fractured granite 300 252.8 1.76 0.00023 0.00024 7652 0.113 0.050
57 Fractured granite 300 282.0 1.96 0.00025 0.00022 7840 0.164 0.052
58 Intact basalt 50 247.7 2.93 0.00066 0.00069 4440 0.464 0.122
59 Fractured basalt 300 285.8 2.01 0.00023 0.00026 8739 0.155 0.057
60 Fractured basalt 300 290.0 2.03 0.00022 0.00026 9227 0.137 0.053
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mounting points of theDCDT (Figure 1); a seismic unloading stiffness kT≈ 133MPa/mmof the entire system
(machine, samples, fault) that relates the static stress drop of the slip events to the coseismic fault displace-
ment; and a third stiffness km ≈ 1270 MPa/mm that represents the compliance not accounted for by kxl
(km = [1/kT − 1/kxl]

−1). The nominal stiffness values quoted throughout this report were compiled for
Lockner et al. (2010) and are defined as changes in shear stress on a plane inclined at 30° from the piston axis
due to axial displacement, dτ/dx. Thus, implicit in the slip and stress drop estimates that follow is the assump-
tion that faults generated by intact failure are oriented 30° from the sample axis. Slip, δ, relates to axial dis-
placement, x, as δ = x/cos 30°. Coseismic fault slip Δδ and static stress drop Δτs (Table 1) were estimated
from the coseismic axial stress and load point displacement (DCDT) records using the known stiffnesses
and the procedures described in Lockner et al. (2017).

The event durations determined from the vibrometer records when combined with fault slip define average

coseismic fault slip rates bV= Δδ/Δt (Table 1). These slip rates are quite high, ranging from 4.4 to 9.4 m/s,
though perhaps not unreasonable for high stress drop natural earthquakes. The relation between average
velocity and static stress drop is approximately linear as would be expected from elastodynamics [c.f.,
Brune, 1970]. The scaling is similar to the elastic impedance (Kilgore et al., 2017) but with a nonzero inter-

cept (Figure 4a). In prior faulting experiments, the stress drop‐velocity intercept (bV = 0) has been interpreted
as a constraint on failure initiation and in‐source dissipation (Beeler et al., 2012). According to this argu-
ment, the stress drop intercept is that necessary to initiate failure and produce a finite coseismic slip speed.
For instance, the minimum strength loss for unstable fault slip in linear slip weakening earthquake nuclea-
tion models is Δτmin = kT dc, where dc is a weakening distance. Taking the observed intercept to represent
that minimum, Δτmin = 179 MPa, and using the known unloading stiffness (133 MPa/mm), the weakening
distance estimate is dc = 1.3 mm. This is ~50 times larger than inferences from rupture on flat ground 60 grit
granite surfaces, 25 to 33 μm (Beeler et al., 2012; Okubo & Dieterich, 1984), but probably not unreasonable.
The associated minimum linear weakening fracture energy estimate, Ge

min = Δτmind*/2 (after Palmer and
Rice, 1973), is 119 kJ/m2. This value exceeds those inferred from controlled quasi‐static failure tests on intact
crystalline rock by between 30% to an order of magnitude (Lockner et al., 1991; Moore & Lockner, 1995;
Wong, 1986). While this might be interpreted to suggest that in the laboratory seismic energy release pro-
duces more fracture energy, given the approximate nature of our estimate and the differences between the
experimental approaches, the difference may not be significant.

Coseismic propagating displacements from fault slip are also recorded by the vibrometers. Integrating the
velocity time series from the event onset to Δt produces net coseismic axial displacements of the instru-
ment targets, Δδv1 and Δδv2 (Table 1). Both of these displacements scale linearly with fault slip
(Figure 4b), thus, are slip proxies and are linear with one another (Figure 4c). The more remote lower
laser measures approximately one third of the coseismic displacement of the upper laser. The upper laser
displacement is roughly six times smaller than the estimated coseismic fault displacement. These differ-
ences are expected. Indeed, following Lockner et al. (2017) and using the nominal stiffnesses, coseismic
motion of the load point (compliance between the mounting points of the DCDT) is expected to be more
than ten times smaller than the causative fault slip. These differences between fault slip and displace-
ments measured elsewhere in the loading column reflect the near‐field decay of static elastic distortion
with distance from the source.

3. Velocity Time Series and Spectra
3.1. Rock Failure

Failure of initially intact rock follows a somewhat erratic variation of velocity with time (Figure 5a). The
event duration for granite failure is around 0.5 ms, resulting in a measured corner frequency, fc = 1818
Hz. The duration is longer than the nominal estimate associated with slip on flat preexisting faults
(Lockner et al., 2017), likely reflecting an increase in dissipation within the source during failure (e.g.,
Wong, 1982). This is also consistent with relatively large fracture energy estimated in the preceding section.
Above the corner, the spectra fall off at a rate consistent with 1/f out to near 100 kHz (Figure 5b).
Comparison with the spectrum from the lower laser (gray; Figure 5b) indicates that the spectral shape is
independent of distance from the fault.
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Rupture travel and reflection times are estimated assuming a 30° angle between the fault and the axis of the
loading piston and β= 3543 m/s, the elastic wave speed fromMartin et al. (1990) for Westerly granite, result-
ing in rupture travel and reflection frequencies ftt = 6.97 × 104 Hz and ffr = 5.58 × 104 Hz. These frequencies
are not associated with particular features in the time series or spectra. This should not be taken as an indi-
cation that the machine is playing a passive role during the slip event, only that there are not strong reso-
nances at these frequencies.

Similar results are found for the basalt failure event (Figure 6a). The time series is arguably even more com-
plex than the granite failure event. The resulting corner fc = 1522 Hz is lower than for granite (Figure 6b).
These features may reflect a higher fracture energy for basalt than granite, though these are single events
and do not account for sample to sample variability. Shown for reference in gray (Figure 6b) is the spectrum
from the lower laser, showing that the spectral shape is independent of distance from the fault. The rupture
travel and reflection times are estimated assuming the same 30° angle and β = 3790 m/s from Simmons

Figure 4. Coseismic source properties. (a) Average slip speed versus static stress drop. The reference line that passes
through the origin represents the expectation from simple elastodynamic models of earthquake sources and laboratory
experiments (Kilgore et al., 2017). The reference has a slope of 100 mm/(MPa s), approximately the value of the ratio of the
shear wave speed to shearmodulus of crystalline rock (3000m/s/30,000GPa). (b) Net coseismic displacement measured by
the two laser vibrometers versus fault slip. (c) Scaling between net coseismic displacement measured by the two laser
vibrometers.
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(1964), resulting ftt = 7.46 × 104 Hz and ffr = 5.97 × 104 Hz. As for granite, there are no strong resonances at
these frequencies.

3.2. Rough Fault Surfaces

To access possible contributions of surface roughness to source spectra, tests were conducted on the extre-
mely rough fault surfaces that were produced by a prior shear fracturing event. The rock failure process also
produces fractures, rock debris, and gouge (e.g., Goebel et al., 2014; Moore & Lockner, 1995). Along with the
surface roughness, each of these factors individually tends to increase the fracture energy of subsequent slip
events above that of the typical flat smooth surfaces used in stick‐slip studies (Lockner et al., 2017) and also is
expected tomake the shear zonemore rate strengthening (e.g., Dieterich, 1981). Because high fracture energy
andmore positive rate dependence promote stable fault slip, to assure a seismic event, the confining pressure
was elevated to 300 MPa in these tests.

Figure 5. Velocity time series and amplitude spectra from failure of initially intact granite at 50 MPa confining pressure. (a) Slip velocity time series. (b) Velocity
amplitude spectrum with noise level (blue), lower laser spectrum (gray), and 1/f reference. (c) Spectrum shown in part (b) with the velocity spectrum of a slider‐
block model following a static‐kinetic fault strength (Johnson and Scholz, 1973) as a reference (red). A Brune model is shown for additional reference (green).
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Appendix B provides details of all four of the fracture surface slip events, while themain text focuses on single
representative granite and basalt events. During loading of the shear fracture surfaces of Westerly granite
(Figure 7), two failure events occurred. Loading following the second event resulted in stable sliding. The slip
velocity time series of the unstable events are both shorter duration and clearly less complex than rock fail-
ure, approximating a triangular shape. Consequently, the event corner frequency is at higher frequency fc =
3906Hz, asmight be associatedwith a somewhat lower fracture energy. Above the corner, the spectral ampli-
tude decay with frequency is much steeper than for rock failure, at nearly 1/f2. Empirically, this observation
suggests that slip on rough surfaces may be depleted in high frequency content, relative to rock failure. This
may be amisleading result, however, as is subsequently discussed. As before, the estimated rupture travel and
reflection times are ftt = 7.46 × 104 Hz and ffr = 5.97 × 104 Hz, respectively, and are not associated with
obvious resonances.

Figure 6. Velocity time series and amplitude spectra from failure of initially intact basalt at 50 MPa confining pressure. (a) Slip velocity time series. (b) Velocity
amplitude spectrum with noise level (blue), lower laser spectrum (gray), and 1/f reference. (c and b) Velocity amplitude spectrum with noise level (blue), lower
laser spectrum (gray), and 1/f reference. (c) Spectrum shown in part (b) with the velocity spectrum of a slider‐block model following a static‐kinetic fault strength
(Johnson and Scholz, 1973) as a reference (red).
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Similar results are found for slip on fracture surfaces of basalt (Figure 8). Again two failures were recorded.
The experiment was stopped after the second failure. As for granite, the slip velocity time series is both
shorter duration and less complex than for intact failure (Figure 8a). Above the corner, the decay with fre-
quency is approximately 1/f2 (Figure 8b). Neither the estimated rupture travel nor reflection times of ftt =
7.46 × 104 Hz and ffr= 5.97 × 104 Hz, respectively, are associated with clear features in the spectra. A notable
observation is an apparent postpeak oscillation in the time series (Figure 8a, questionmarks). This ismanifest
in the transform as a deviation from the reference between 10 and 20 kHz, labeled with a question mark in
Figure 8c. The origin of this feature is unknown, but it has the appearance of a system resonance.

4. Discussion
4.1.1. Comparison With Natural Sources
As discussed previously in section 2.1, it is not straightforward to compare the experimental spectra
(Figures 5–8) acquired in the near‐field with natural far‐field seismograms. Instead, we compare the experi-
mental spectra with a plausible on‐fault source spectrum of a natural earthquake, a Brune source model

Figure 7. Granite slip event at 300 MPa confining pressure on a fractured surface that was generated during the failure event shown in Figure 5. (a) Velocity time
series. (b) Velocity amplitude spectrum with noise level (blue) and 1/f reference. (c) Spectrum in (a) with the static‐kinetic solution (red).
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(Brune, 1970). The Brune source has a far‐field spectrum that is consistent with natural observations.
Acknowledging that the particular time domain representation of a Brune source is unlikely to be relevant
to stick‐slip or rock fracture laboratory experiments, it is assumed that its frequency domain
representation is that of a typical earthquake. While this is not ideal, application of specific source models
in the frequency domain without regard for their implications in the time domain is done routinely in
source seismology. The on‐fault velocity amplitude spectrum of a Brune source is

A ωð Þ ¼ 2βΔτ

μ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
tc

� �2
þ ω2

r ; (4)

(see Appendix A1) where β is the shear wave speed, μ is shear modulus, Δτ is the stress drop, and tc relates to
the corner frequency as 1/fc, but is not equivalent to the event duration. In this case, the total slip
is Δδ = 2βΔτtc/μ.

Figure 8. Basalt slip event at 300 MPa confining pressure on a fractured surface that was generated during the failure event shown in Figure 6. (a) Velocity time
series. (b) Velocity amplitude spectrum with noise level (blue) and 1/f reference. (c) Spectrum in (a) with the static‐kinetic solution (red).
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At high frequency, the on‐fault Brune velocity spectrum decays as 1/f consistent with the granite and basalt
rock failure data at high frequencies. The overall spectral shape differs somewhat from the Brunemodel; this
is shown in Figure 5c,where the Brunemodel is in green. The fracture experiments are somewhat depleted in
high frequency energy relative to the Brune model; the falloff follows ~1/f but is uniformly shifted to lower
amplitudes. Current understanding of the spectrum of laboratory sources is limited, but it is known that
the duration of these events is strongly influenced by the testing machine time constant (e.g., Kilgore et al.,
2017; equation [(3)]). In contrast, for natural earthquakes (and conceptually the Brune model), duration is
controlled by rupture propagation that is largely absent in our experiments. Accordingly, it is reasonable to
suspect that the offset between our experimental spectra and that of a natural earthquake (and of the
Brune model) is unavoidable. If that is correct, then rupture arrest and total moment in the experiments
are decoupled from the on‐fault rheology and fracture energy (see below); these are a topics of ongoing work.

The offset between a Brune velocity spectrum and the rock failure velocity spectrum notwithstanding the
similarity in the spectral decay suggests that intact rock failure has high frequency complexity consistent
with earthquakes. For the purpose of discussion, assume that the high frequency component can arise
in experiments in two different ways: (1) intrinsically, where the event itself involves the creation of
sources of high frequency or (2) from unsteady fault slip—acceleration and deceleration during rupture
propagation, arrest, or other circumstances in which the slip is on a coherent fault surface but undergoes
abrupt variations in rate. In the Earth, this second case would correspond to, for example, the interaction
of the propagating rupture with strength and geometric heterogeneity, as in actual and conceptual models
of ground motion complexity (Dunham et al., 2011; Andrews & Ma, 2016; Lavellee et al., 2006). Our
favored interpretation of the intact failure data is that the origin of the high frequency is largely intrinsic:
that shear produces significant sources of high frequency energy, the creation of micro‐ and macroscopic
brittle fractures (Goebel et al., 2014; Moore & Lockner, 1995). In other words, the fracture and brittle pro-
cesses necessary to create a rough fault surface from initially intact rock and to displace it rapidly produce
high frequency radiated energy from fracture creation over a wide range of scales.
4.1.2. Frequency Content of Fault Slip
Following from a qualitative comparison with the high frequency decay of the Brune model, it is clear that
spectra from rough faulting experiments are depleted in high frequency energy relative to natural earth-
quakes of similar moment, decaying more closely as 1/f2 rather than 1/f. This significant difference is unex-
pected. At present the exploratory nature of the work has not led to a definitive explanation. Two candidate
considerations for future investigation come to mind. The first relates to radiation generated by unsteady slip
within a coherent fault zone. To prevent high frequency radiation due to acceleration or deceleration, the
fault must be fundamentally resistant to rapid changes in slip rate over a wide range of scales. So while rough
surfaces are usually invoked to argue that small‐scale rapid acceleration is possible at releasing portions of the
surface geometry and rapid deceleration is possible at restraints, that may only be strictly correct for true dis-
continuities. Indeed, a fault surface with a power law amplitude distribution (Power & Tullis, 1991) is by defi-
nition a surface that has geometric barriers to resist slip at all wavelengths, as well as geometric
encouragements. The experiments in this study are on rough surfaces, but which are mismatched and par-
tially or completely separated by an intervening layer of rock flour and debris material. So there is a finite
width shear zone of more compliant fault gouge that is coupled to the rough surfaces. The presence of gouge
tends to damp rapid changes in slip rate and increase the weakening distance (Dieterich, 1981; Marone &
Kilgore, 1993). It is also relatively well known that rougher surfaces generate more wear material (Okubo
& Dieterich, 1984; Power et al., 1988). While in principle the rougher the surface, the more potential for
roughness to have coseismic influence (Dunham et al., 2011; Fang & Dunham, 2013), in actuality rougher
surfaces may be more decoupled from each other; the larger the roughness of the rock surfaces, the larger
the role of the intervening shear zone. Given the well‐documented presence of ultracataclasites in mature
natural fault zones (Chester et al., 2004), a trial argument is that this material's existence is due to shear
and that its mechanical purpose is to isolate subsequent shear within a weak layer remote from the stronger
surroundings. An effectmay also be to damp out the expectedmechanical influence of roughness during fault
slip. This idea is counter to the prevailing view in earthquake physics.
4.1.3. Machine Effects on Energy Release During Frictional Sliding
Another consideration is whether the resulting spectra are unduly influenced by experimental conditions.
For instance, consider the most idealized model of a rapid, seismic laboratory slip event: a spring slider‐
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block model (Johnson & Scholz, 1976; Shimamoto et al., 1980). If you assume that the fault loses strength
immediately at failure and slides under constant shear resistance, the spectrum of slip velocity decays as
1/f2 (see Appendix A). This spectral shape is very similar to the observations from the rough faulting experi-
ments, as shown in Figures 7c and 8c (red). The comparison illustrates the potential for the finite mechanical
system to impose a particular spectral shape. Unfortunately, conducting the rough surface frictional failure
experiments at elevated confining stress of 300 MPa may coincide with conditions that artificially impose
this spectral shape, as is argued next.

Immediately above and in the following section, the term “frictional” refers to faulting that depends on the
absolute stress level, owing to a proportionality or linear relation between shear strength and normal stress
(a friction coefficient μ). Alternatively, this can be thought of as a 'pressure‐dependent' fault strength because,
for frictional faulting in a triaxial apparatus, the fault normal stress σn is linear with confining pressure σc. For
a fault that obeys the Coulomb failure criterion, the relationship is σn= (σc+Ac)/(1−Aμ), where c is cohesion
and A is geometrical factor dictated by the angle between the fault and the axial piston β, A = (1 − cos2β)/
sin2β). In this context, as a thought experiment, imagine that there is a high frequency component associated
with dissipative processes in an experimental fault zone; perhaps the processes are the generation of fractures
or on‐fault roughness or rate dependences that produce unsteady slip. Regardless of the physical origin, so
long as this high frequency component does not increase as fast with pressure as the energy available to be
released increases, then the high frequency contribution can bemade relatively small so as to be unimportant
at high pressure.

Here, we use a general energy accounting that can accommodate the balance of radiated, latent, and dissi-
pated energy either for natural earthquakes or for laboratory experiments (e.g., Savage & Wood, 1971;
McGarr, 1994; Figure 9). In this diagram energy is normalized by fault area, to have units of J/m2. In this
example, it is assumed that the total coseismic energy is partitioned into heat from frictional sliding, “fracture
energy,” and radiated energy. The shear stress overshoots fault strength dynamically, as is thought to be typi-
cal of most earthquakes (e.g., McGarr, 1999) and for laboratory events (Lockner et al., 2017; Lockner &
Okubo, 1983; McGarr, 1994). The stress overshoot is the difference between the static and dynamic
stress drops.

In fracture mechanics‐based earthquake source models, complexity of the faulting process, e.g., off‐fault
damage, damage induced by fault roughness, and on‐fault rate dependences, are characterized as contribu-
tions either to the fracture energy term, the shear resistance above the residual coseismic strength (e.g.,
Wong, 1982, 1986), or to frictional sliding (Ida, 1972; Andrews, 1976; Ampuero & Rubin, 2008; Dunham
et al., 2011). For simplicity, we use linear slip weakening (Palmer and Rice, 1972) to define the fracture
energy, Ge = Δτd dc/2. Here, Δτd is the strength loss (dynamic stress drop), and dc is the weakening distance.
The elastic unloading of the fault defines an energy that is available to be radiated, Ea=Δτs Δδ/2, where Δτs is
the static stress drop and Δδ is the total slip. For seismic fault slip with this energy accounting (Figure 9a), the
requirement is that the available energy exceeds all of the dissipative energies, Ea > Ge+Δτs(Δτs − Δτd)/k,
where the unloading stiffness k = Δτs/Δδ. The term Δτs(Δτs − Δτd)/k is energy partitioned in shear heating
in excess of the final stress level (the dashed rectangle in Figure 9a).

Due to the dependence of shear resistance on normal stress, increasing the confining pressure decreases Ge

relative to Ea, as follows. The static and dynamic stress drops are pressure dependent, e.g., Δτs = Δμs σe and
Δτd= Δμd σe, where Δμs and Δμd are constants (e.g., Wong, 1986). Fracture energy therefore increases in pro-
portion to normal stress (confining pressure) as Ge =Δμdσedc/2. In contrast, the available energy and the
shear heating term involve the product of stress drop and fault slip, both of which increase with confining
stress. That is, the available energy can be equivalently expressed as Ea = Δτs

2/2 k. Because the available
energy goes as normal stress squared, Ea = (Δμsσe)

2/2 k, it increases more rapidly with stress level than frac-
ture energy. Similarly, the shear heating contribution is σe

2(Δμs − Δμd)/k.

A schematic example of how available energy, fracture energy, and the contribution from shear heating
change with confining pressure is shown in Figure 10 for the case where the overshoot is fixed at 30% (the
dynamic stress drop is 70% of the static stress drop). Fracture energy is plotted over the whole range of con-
fining pressure (dashed), while the shear heating contribution (dash‐dot) to the energy balance (Figure 9) is
only defined at confining pressures where the available energy Ea > Ed = Ge+Δτs(Δτs − Δτd)/k. At these
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confining levels, stress drops produce radiated energy. Shown in red is the total dissipated energy,Ed, the sum
of fracture energy and the shear heating contribution. The amount of radiated energy, Er = Ea − Ed, grows
with confining pressure. The implication is that in a laboratory experiment, high frequency energy release
from frictional dissipative processes can be made arbitrarily small relative to the total released energy by
increasing confining or normal stress. Our argument is that at excessive confining pressure, on‐fault
dissipation plays an insignificant role in the dynamic response of the mechanical system. The confining
stress is extremely high in our rough faulting tests, and the observed spectra are consistent with a model
laboratory event (slider‐block spectrum) where on‐fault processes do not contribute to the high frequency
energy release. This energy release argument (Figures 9 and 10) is our favored explanation of the high
frequency‐deficient spectra from the rough fault experiments.
4.1.4. Near‐Critical Energy Release of Earthquakes
The above argument implies that in a laboratory experiment to access earthquake‐like source properties and
spectra, the conditions (stress level) have to be set so the energy release does not greatly exceed the dissipation
within the source. Accordingly, laboratory events in which the energy release is excessive relative to in‐
source dissipation, such as the rough faulting events at 300 MPa confining stress, are potentially “overdri-
ven” and unnatural. Conversely, complexity in natural acceleration spectra may simply mean that the
energy released as radiation is nearly balanced by dissipation in the source. Such events might be described
as “near‐critical.” The idea of a close balance of radiated energy and in‐fault zone dissipation implies that
natural earthquake ruptures have significant barriers to continual expansion and are always on the verge
of stopping.

The latter equivalently means that in‐fault dissipation increases with propagation distance. Using our simple
available energy release for an expanding rupture with stiffness μ/L, the available energy increases as LΔτs

2/

Figure 9. Energy balance with overshoot. Schematic stress‐slip energy budget diagram of an earthquake or seismic laboratory slip event afterMcGarr [1994]. Top
composite diagram shows the entire budget. Lower diagram breaks out the individual components of the balance: on the left is available energy, Ea, that is
balanced between, on the right, fracture energy, Ge, radiated energy, Er, and frictional heating in excess of the final stress.Strength loss here follows linear slip
weakening (Ida, 1972; Palmer and Rice, 1973). The rate that stress is reduced in the surroundings with slip is the stiffness k = Δτs/Δδ, the ratio of the static stress
drop to total slip. For the Earth, k is the stiffness of the fault system. In a laboratory experiment, k is the stiffness of the mechanical system that includes the
fault, rock samples, and machine. The fracture energy Ge = Δτdc/2 is the area defined by the strength loss (dark shaded region) and the residual strength level. In
this example the shear stress overshoots the shear resistance by the difference between the dynamic and static stress drops, Δτs − Δτd. The available energy, the
maximum possible radiated energy, is Ea = Δτs Δδ/2 (light shaded).
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2 μ; for the rupture to remain near critical, then it requires that Ge be also proportional to L. The
fundamental idea that earthquakes show near‐critical energy release has a very long history in the
dynamic fracture mechanics and earthquake physics literature. Indeed, that “fracture energy” must
increase with rupture size has been long known (Andrews, 1976; Ida, 1972). This idea can be
accommodated with a linear slip weakening model, as in the original studies or in the context of more
sophisticated, scale‐dependent weakening relations (Abercrombie & Rice, 2005; Viesca & Garagash, 2015).
Similar ideas are that the volume that undergoes near‐source yielding increases with distance of
propagation (Andrews, 1976) and that rupture propagation rates are fixed by scale‐increasing in‐source
dissipation (Ida, 1973; Kostrov, 1966). A related idea is that natural earthquake stress drops reflect a near
balance between energy released to the far‐field and that dissipated in the source. In other words, the
typically small, magnitude‐independent earthquake stress drops (Hanks, 1977) are just a remotely
observed, stress‐parameterized measure of small net excess energy release.

5. Prior Studies of Failure Spectra: Slip On Flat Homogeneous Faults

Prior studies of the source spectra of laboratory faulting also should be considered in this context. The six
prior studies, Schubnel et al. (2011), McLaskey et al. (2012), McLaskey and Lockner (2014), McLaskey,
Kilgore, et al. (2015), Passelègue et al. (2016), andMarty et al. (2019), were conducted at significantly different
conditions than our experiments. Schubnel et al. (2011) measured accelerations on flat smooth photo‐elastic
material (Columbia resin) at loads less than or equal to 9 kN, using 14 component arrays of piezo sensors
(PZT–PI ceramic, PI255). The acceleration amplitude spectra are approximately frequency independent

Figure 10. Variation of energy contributions with confining pressure in triaxial laboratory friction experiments. The
energy balance/accounting is for overshoot, as in Figure 9. Shown are the fracture energy Ge, contributions from friction
(dash‐dot, labeled Δτs(Δτs − Δτd)/k), the combined dissipative energy, Ed = Ge + Δτs(Δτs − Δτd)/k, and the available
energy Ea. The diagram is divided into the aseismic portion at low confining stress and seismic at high stress. At low
confining stress, the strength loss is too small to generate radiated energy, Er. At higher confining stress, the available
energy exceeds that dissipated by faulting. The difference is the radiated energy. The stress drops are assumed to increase
linearly with normal stress and the percent overshoot (30%) (Figure 9) is independent of normal stress. The values shown
are calculated for cohesionless fault slip with friction coefficient, μ = 0.7, linear slip weakening (dc =400 μm), k = 0.133
MPa/μm with a static stress drop of 0.3σe on a saw cut inclined at 30° from the piston axis.
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out to nearly 40 kHz, consistent with the shape of natural earthquake spectra. McLaskey et al. (2012) studied
recurring failure at different loading rates on flat, smooth, and rough surfaces of poly (methyl methacrylate)
(PMMA, aka lucite, plexiglass, perspex) at very low normal stress (36 to 130 kPa). Frequency content was
determined using the displacement amplitude spectra recorded by a single Panametrics V103 sensor. For
the smooth surfaces, the spectral falloff of displacement amplitude was intermediate between 1/f 2 (Brune‐
or earthquake‐like) and 1/f (enriched in high frequency relative to natural earthquakes). For the rough sur-
faces, the spectral falloff of displacement amplitude varied from between 1/f3 (depleted in high frequencies
relative to natural earthquakes, not unlike our very rough surfaces) up to approaching 1/f (enriched in high
frequencies). Conceptually, similar results were found for flat, smooth (#600 grit) granite surfaces at 40, 80,
and 120 MPa confining stress in triaxial geometry by McLaskey and Lockner (2014). Frequency content was
determined using displacement recorded on a network of custom piezoelectric sensors and reported as
moment spectra. The spectral falloff at all confining stresses is approximately 1/f2, consistent with a Brune
model and natural earthquakes. Similar results were found for large (2 m long) unconfined, flat, smooth
granite surfaces at low normal stress (5 MPa) using a network of Panametrics V103 sensors by McLaskey,
Kilgore, et al. (2015). The moment spectra decay as 1/f2, again consistent with natural earthquakes.
Passeleque et al. (2016) and Marty et al. (2019) used the same sensors as Schubnel et al. (2011) but on flat
saw cut surfaces of Westerly granite, roughened with #160 (Marty et al.) or #240 grit (Passelegue et al.) grind-
ing compound at between 10 and 90 MPa confining stress. The acceleration amplitude spectra are approxi-
mately frequency independent out to 100 kHz, consistent with natural earthquakes.

In summary, these prior studies show that slip on flat surfaces can produce enhanced high frequency contri-
butions which vary with frequency in a way similar to natural earthquakes and our intact failure experi-
ments. This is contrary to the prevailing view from earthquake physics source simulations (Dunham et al.,
2011; Andrews & Ma, 2016), in which complex motion arises only in the presence of fault heterogeneity.
Given the geometric differences between intact failure and slip on flat surfaces, it can only be concluded at
this point that disparate source properties can lead to the same spectral decay. Thismay not be surprising con-
sidering that a Brune model, which looks nothing like an earthquake in the time domain, has earthquake‐
like spectra. It may also help to rationalize why the shape of natural earthquake spectra apparently does
not depend strongly on magnitude or depth. However, none of these consolations are very satisfying.
Satisfying would be a definitive physical explanation of how a slip on a flat smooth surface of plastic, parti-
cularly at 130 kPa normal stress (McLaskey et al., 2012), could ever produce significant earthquake‐like,
noise‐like, complex high frequency radiation.

5.1. Complex Slip On Flat Faults

To develop a qualitative idea how complex slip on flat surfaces in prior studies arises, start by considering the
most extreme case of the low stress analog experiments (McLaskey et al., 2012; Schubnel et al., 2011).
Assume, reasonably, that there are no intrinsic sources of radiation (e.g., fracturing). Doing so leaves no alter-
native than to require rapid variations in fault slip rate to produce high frequency radiation. The fault having
homogeneous frictional properties would further require that the unsteady slip rate results from interaction
of the fault with changes in stress, for example, from coseismic reflections or free surface effects. Coseismic
variation of slip rate arising from free surface effects is known to occur even at low normal stress in experi-
ments on flat rock surfaces (Beeler et al., 2012; McLaskey, Kilgore, et al., 2015). Empirically, McLaskey
et al. (2015) found that high frequency energy is strongly spatially and temporally correlated with rupture
fronts that initiate when rupture intersects the fault ends. Reflections could also be important in all experi-
mental geometries, and, while as yet these have not been quantified, their magnitude could be directly mea-
sured with strain gauges or estimated using known elastic contrasts.

For a stress perturbation to produce a variation in slip rate obviously requires the coseismic fault rheology to
be stress sensitive. The frequency range of interest in the McLaskey, Kilgore, et al. (2015), Passelègue et al.
(2016), Schubnel et al. (2011), andMarty et al. (2019) experiments is high, up to 100 kHz. The high frequency
suggests a nearly instantaneous response to stress change. Instantaneous stress sensitivity is ubiquitous in
low and high temperature rock deformation: friction (Dieterich, 1979), fracture (Scholz, 1968), and crack
growth (Atkinson & Meredith, 1987a, 1987b), including well‐characterized dynamic weakening mechan-
isms—flash weakening (Rice, 1999, 2006) and shear melting (Nielsen et al., 2008). In particular, in the brittle
regime, friction, fracture, and crack growth have weak instantaneous logarithmic dependences of shear
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stress (fault strength) on slip rate (τ ∝ lnV). This means they have a strong and exponential dependence of
slip rate on stress (V ∝ expτ). This fault rheology may lead naturally to highly unsteady slip rate in the pre-
sence of small stress perturbations. For brittle friction, the instantaneous dynamic stress changes are

Δτ ¼ aσeln
1
X

� �
; (5)

as follows fromDieterich (1979) and Ruina (1983). Here, σe is the effective normal stress, and X is the ratio of
slip velocities. As an example, evaluate equation (5) for a 10% change in slip speed (X= 1.1, e.g., a decrease in
slip speed from 0.11 to 0.1 m/s) at conditions appropriate for the PMMA plastic experiments of McLaskey
et al. (2012). Taking a = 0.008 and σe = 36 kPa, a tiny stress change of 0.03 kPa is required to produce the
10% change in slip speed. For a 100% change in slip speed (X = 2), the necessary stress change is still quite
small, Δτ= 0.2 kPa. Since the stress drops in the McLaskey, Kilgore, et al. (2015) study are on the order of 5.5
kPa, the above estimated stress changes would correspond to very weak reflections, about 0.5 % (0.03/5.5)
and 4% (0.2/5.5) of the source excitation. While this idea to use the instantaneous rate dependence of friction
to explain the observed complex spectra in prior studies has some appeal, it is speculation. That complex
motion occurs on flat homogeneous faults at very low normal stress may also relate to our other speculative
idea, expressed in the immediately preceding section. If complexity indicates near‐critical behavior, the
near‐critical condition is most easily accessed in experiments at low normal stress.

Natural faults too invariably have nearby elastic contrasts, for example, among the relatively intact rock out-
side the fault zone, the ultracatclasite fault core and its surrounding damage zone (Chester et al., 1993;
Chester et al., 2004; Chester &Chester, 1998; Chester &Logan, 1986). The structural architecture results from
long‐term near‐fault inelastic strain partitioning. Seismologically, these contrasts may result in fault‐zone
waves (Ben‐Zion, 1998; Ben‐Zion & Aki, 1990; Li & Leary, 1990). Because of these geometric realities,
near‐fault reflections are a potential source of ground motion complexity (Ben‐Zion, 1998). Depending on
the degree of damage and confinement, modulus contrast across natural fault zones may differ from the con-
trast in our experiments. For instance, in the experiments, the difference between the shear modulus of con-
fined granite (31.5 GPa, Martin et al., 1990) and steel (77 GPa) is on the order of 2x. For our study of
experimental source spectra and for the Earth, more important than the details of the particular geometry
and material properties is whether dynamic stress perturbations lead to complex motion of the fault itself.
In other words, are there significant velocity changes during an earthquake as a result of self‐generated stress
transients? If so, the amplitude of dynamic stress perturbations and the resulting velocity changes could be
used to constrain the dynamic fault rheology or at least to infer whether V depends strongly on stress, or not.

6. Limitations of the Experiments

A few of the velocity spectra in this report contain machine resonances with periods less than the event dura-
tion, indicating that artifacts of the machine response influence the recorded motions. Fortunately, machine
resonances that arise apparently routinely in double direct shear due to interactions between the two faults
(see Kilgore et al., 2017) are not so obvious in the confined single fault triaxial faulting geometry used in the
present study. An exception are the basalt slip events (Figure 7) that have a postpeak oscillation that may be
due to resonance. An additional concern to be addressed in future studies is that more subtle interactions
with the machine may be important in generating complex motion in triaxial experiments.

Experiments on rough fault surfaces at lower confining stress would have more direct relevance to the Earth
than the tests at 300 MPa confining pressure conducted in the present study. Ideally experiments over a
range of stress conditions would resolve whether enhanced high frequency radiation arises at near critical
values of energy release. Establishing the range of stress and surface roughness conditions where laboratory
failures are most directly analogous to natural earthquakes would be a valuable contribution.

A similar immediate shortcoming of all of these experiments is that the velocitymeasurements aremadewell
off the fault, outside the pressure vessel. These are measurements of piston velocity, not fault slip. More ide-
ally, fault slip would be measured directly. Within the vessel, rapid fault slip has not been reliably measured
andwill require specialized instrumentation development. Future experiments would benefit also fromnear‐
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fault stress measurements (Passelègue et al., 2016; Lockner et al., 2017) to determine relations among
dynamic fault stress, acceleration, velocity, and slip.

7. Conclusions

In seismology, dynamic rupture modeling, and earthquake physics, high amplitude/high frequency motion
has been attributed to complexity within the source, such as it arises from rapid slip in the presence of fault
roughness or material heterogeneity. Near‐fault velocity spectra of laboratory fault failures can have signifi-
cant high frequency content. The failure of intact rock is the primary example of a laboratory source with
strong high frequency radiation, having falloff of velocity amplitude with frequency of 1/f that resembles
the spectra of natural earthquakes. As expected from models of rock fracture, the origin of this high fre-
quency component during rock failure can be attributed to energy radiated from seismic fracture production
over a wide range of scales below the total fault dimension. In contrast, subsequent slip events on the rough
surfaces generated by rock failure are depleted in high frequency energy. The velocity amplitude spectra fal-
loff approximately as 1/f 2. The absence of a high frequency component may result from damping of the fault
motion by the finite shear zone generated during the rock failure event or due to experimental procedures
that minimize the contributions of on‐fault shear resistance to the mechanics of failure. The latter is our
favored explanation. Nonetheless, unsteady fault slip during laboratory failure on preexisting fault surfaces
can produce high frequency radiation, with spectra consistent with earthquakes, for example, on flat, rela-
tively smooth rock surfaces (McLaskey & Lockner, 2014; Passelègue et al., 2016) and on flat, smooth analog
surfaces (McLaskey et al., 2012; Schubnel et al., 2011). Qualitative consideration of all the experiments to
date suggests that the acceleration and deceleration of slip necessary to produce significant high frequency
content (complex motion) that is consistent with earthquakes may arise when energy release is nearly
balanced by on‐fault dissipative processes. This near‐critical energy release condition is most easily accessed
at low normal stress in experiments.

Appendix A: Reference Spectra
The standard technique of calculating the amplitude spectra from the Fourier transform of a time series, f
(t), is

F ωð Þ ¼ ∫
∞

−∞
f tð Þexp −iωtð Þdt: (A1a)

This results in a complex series in the frequency domain, F(ω). ω is the angular frequency, ω = 2πf. From
Euler's formula, equation (A1a) is equivalently

F ωð Þ ¼ ∫
∞

−∞
f tð Þcos ωtð Þdt− ∫

∞

−∞
f tð Þisin ωtð Þdt: (A1b)

The two integrals on the rhs of (A1b) are the real (R(ω)) and imaginary parts (I(ω)), respectively, of the com-
plex frequency series. In seismology, the phase information contained in F(ω) is nearly always discarded,
and only the magnitude of F(ω) as a function of frequency is used:

A ωð Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R ωð Þ2 þ I ωð Þ2

q
: (A1c)

Throughout this report, equation (A1c) is referred to as the amplitude spectrum.

Lab source. The source spectra of laboratory events are influenced by the requirements of the mechanical
system (sample and testing machine). In addition to determining the duration of the events largely indepen-
dent of the properties of the fault (e.g., Johnson & Scholz, 1976), the mechanical system imposes constraints
on the time history of velocity. Thus, it is possible for the shape of the amplitude spectrum to be dictated by
the machine rather than by the fault. For example, the mechanical interactions between the testing machine
and a fault can be extremely well characterized by an inertia‐limited slider‐block model (Johnson & Scholz,
1976; Shimamoto et al., 1980). Using this model, if the fault follows a static‐kinetic friction relation where the
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fault has zero slip rate until the stress reaches a failure stress τf, and then fault strength immediately drops to
a constant sliding strength τk, the velocity time series during the event is

V ¼ Vpeaksin
2πt
T

� �
0≤t≤

T
2
; (A2a)

(Johnson & Scholz, 1976; Rice & Tse, 1986). Here the duration of the slip event, Τ/2, is half the resonance per-

iod of the machine, T. Duration is inversely proportional to the square root of the system stiffness, k, T ¼ 2πffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m= Akð Þp

, wherem is mass andA is fault area. Vpeak is the peak velocity, determined by themachine proper-

ties and the dynamic strength loss: Δτd = τs − τk, (the dynamic stress drop), such that Vpeak = 2πΔτd/kT.

The spectrum of (A2a) is given by

R ωð Þ
Vpeak

¼
1−cos π þ ωT

2

� �
2

2π
T

þ ω
� � þ

1−cos π−
ωT
2

� �
2

2π
T
−ω

� � ;

I ωð Þ
Vpeak

¼
sin π−

ωT
2

� �
2

2π
T
−ω

� � −

sin π þ ωT
2

� �
2

2π
T

þ ω
� � :

(A2b)

and equation (A1c). The amplitude spectrum (Figure A1a) is flat at low frequency with (DC) amplitude
equal to the total displacement Δδ = 2Δτd/k. Thus, the DC amplitude is uniquely determined by machine
properties and the static‐kinetic strength loss. The transition from the DC amplitude to the constant rate
of decay of log amplitude with log frequency is the corner frequency fc = 2/Τ. For this model, duration is
independent of the fault frictional properties. At high frequency, the amplitude decays as 1/f2.

Brune source. The on‐fault particle velocity of a Brune source is

_u ¼ βΔτ
μ

exp
−t
tc

; (A3a)

Figure A1. Reference velocity spectra. (a) On‐fault velocity amplitude spectrum for an inertia‐limited slider block that obeys a static‐kinetic friction relation. The
low frequency amplitude is the total displacement of the event, Δδ, and the corner frequency is the reciprocal of event duration, Τ/2. Dotted reference line has
slope 1/f2. (b) On‐fault velocity amplitude spectrum of a Brune source. The low frequency amplitude is the total displacement of the event, Δδ, and the corner
frequency is the reciprocal of the characteristic time, tc. Upper dotted reference line has slope 1/f.
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(Brune, 1970). Here, β is shear wave speed, μ is shear modulus, Δτ is the on‐fault dynamic stress drop, and tc
is the time constant of the failure event. Equivalently, the velocity across the fault V is twice the
particle velocity:

V ¼ 2βΔτ
μ

exp
−t
tc

: (A3b)

To simplify in the following, the peak velocity is defined as Vpeak = 2βΔτ/μ. The Fourier transform of
equation (A3b) is

F ωð Þ ¼ Vpeak ∫
∞

0
exp

−t
tc

cos ωtð Þdt þ Vpeak ∫
∞

0
exp

−t
tc

isin ωtð Þdt; (A4)

where the event is taken to start at t= 0 and the velocity to be zero at all times prior to the start. Carrying out
the integration in (A4) results

R ωð Þ ¼ Vpeak

exp −t
tc

1=tcð Þ2 þ ωð Þ2 −
1
tc
cosωt þ ωsinωt

� �" #∞

0

; (A5a)

I ωð Þ ¼ Vpeak

iexp −t
tc

1=tcð Þ2 þ ωð Þ2 −
1
tc
sinωt−ωcosωt

� �" #∞

0

: (A5b)

The two integrals in (A4) representing the real (R) and imaginary (I) parts have been separated. These
evaluate to

R ωð Þ ¼ Vpeak
−1

1=tcð Þ2 þ ωð Þ2
1
tc

� �" #
; (A6a)

I ωð Þ ¼ Vpeak
−i

1=tcð Þ2 þ ωð Þ2 ωð Þ
" #

: (A6b)

The velocity amplitude spectra of (A5) is

A ωð Þ ¼ Vpeakffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
tc

� �2 þ ω2
q (A7)

(Figure A1b).

Slip On Rough fault surfaces

There are two slip events on each of the granite and basalt fracture surfaces. Representative events are shown
in the main text of the paper. Here, the similarity of the paired events is presented in more detail. The velo-
city time series of the two granite slip events is shown in Figure B1a. In both cases, the onset is gradual,
whereas arrest is more abrupt. The shape is asymmetric with the peak occurring early in the event.
Unlike the slider‐block solution (A2b), duration here is not constant, fixed by mass, area, and stiffness.
Instead duration increases with event size (total slip), suggesting that duration scales with event moment
(fault area is constant). This reflects the influence of dynamic fault properties that is missing from the
slider‐block model. Nevertheless, beyond the difference in duration and total slip (Figure B1b) that are man-
ifest in the spectra as differences in DC level and corner frequency, the spectra are similar and generally con-
sistent with the 1/f decay of amplitude predicted by the slider‐block model.

The basalt slip events are more similar to each other (Figure B2a), though still not identical. They share the
same gradual onset, more abrupt arrest than onset, and the general asymmetric shape as the granite slip
events. They also show the same sense of duration‐size (total slip) scaling. There is a strong similarity in
specific shape, having two local maximums, postpeak. As noted in the text, these have the appearance
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Figure B1. Granite fracture surface slip events. (a) Slip velocity time series. (b) Velocity amplitude spectra.
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Figure B2. Slip on basalt fracture surfaces. (a) Slip velocity time series. (b) Velocity amplitude spectra. The questionmarks
denote possible resonance within the sample assembly.
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of a resonance. This feature is clear in the frequency domain (Figure B2b). It is intermediate between the
corner and the reflection return times that define the elastodynamic frequencies. Most likely this arises
from a resonance associated with the rock samples themselves or another small‐scale component of the
loading system. Though resonances are an unintended artifact of machine design, they may have some
analogy to natural fault zone waves. The absence of this effect for granite may indicate differences in
the fault response to coseismic stress changes.
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